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ALASKA TO PATAGONIA: AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN

Every day, a mirage of scenic paddling destinations appears on our social media feeds
and in publications like this one; so beautiful, yet so seemingly unreachable for the
vast majority of us. Destination travel and, specifically, destination paddling can be
road-blocked by sheer miles, expenses, and gear transport, among other things.
What if we told you there was a way you could live on the road, paddling from
destination to destination and do it with all of the comforts of home? You could
bring all of your gear, travel on any road, in any season, and experience none of
the headaches (or weak hygiene habits) typically associated with the likes of a van
dweller.
If the popularity of the #VANlife hashtag is any barometer of the lure of living
on the road, then it’s pretty clear that the word is out: Accessibility to affordable,
adventure-driven travel is something we collectively desire. We all know someone
who lives or travels by Sprinter van, camper van or some other model of conversion
vehicle. The fact is a robust vehicle that has been retrofitted to accommodate extended
travel is an ideal way to bridge the gap between an RV and a daily commuting vehicle.
The “tiny house movement” has opened up a veritable Pandora’s box of tinyhomes-on-wheels, each with its distinct set of advantages and drawbacks. The
paddling community is full of them. Van conversions have cornered the market for
travelers and paddlers who want to take their gear along for the journey - a feat
that is impossible for most off-the-rack RVs. In fact, that’s how VANdal, our beloved
Sprinter conversion van, built by Outside Van, initially started out: As a decadent
way to get Martin’s racing paddleboards across the country without having to spend
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...cool destinations are rarely discovered in a vacuum; they
often require a bit of traipsing off-the-beaten path...
night after night in a dog-friendly hotel.
Fast-forward three years, and we’ve
decidedly outgrown the Sprinter van concept
for a full-time life on the road (or off-road, as
the case may be). Much as we loved VANdal,
we knew there were some drawbacks to
making a van work in any season, especially
if one of those seasons happens to include a
winter in Banff. (Though a summer paddle on
Lake Louise is definitely on our bucket list).
We defined our travel wish-list and realized
there were some places our Sprinter van just
couldn’t go:
Mexico? Nope. Vehicles built after 2006 in
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the US require ultra-low-sulfur diesel, which
happens only to sell in the US, Canada, and
some Western European countries. Our
sprinter was built in 2013. Plus, those roads
can get pretty bumpy, and that’s asking for
transmission trouble.
Canada? Nope. Even as well-insulated as
our van was, it was not going to be comfortable
at temps below freezing, nor was it going to
perform well on snow or trail.
Patagonia? Nope. We would want some
additional measures of security, better offroadability, more storage, better insulation
and, of course, there’s that pesky fuel issue.

After 80,000 trouble-free miles in our van,
racing paddleboards and seeking adventure
in nearly every state from coast to coast,
we learned that our needs were small but
very outdoor-centric. And, as any outdoor
aficionado knows all too well, gear from bikes,
paddles, and boards, to drysuits, kiteboards,
and ski gear all takes up a considerable amount
of space.
Moreover, cool destinations are rarely
discovered in a vacuum; they often require a
bit of traipsing off-the-beaten-path and away
from the tourists to find the gems that make
travel so profoundly worthwhile.
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GXV’s rigorous retrofitting process to transform it
from military truck to high-end, off-road RV, it was
previously commissioned as a troop gun truck for the
U.S. military.
Thus, it was evident we needed a mobile
base camp that could withstand any road, in
any weather, and be able to accommodate all
of our gear for literally every season: A tall
order.
Once we consciously committed to a fulltime life on the road and got the ball rolling,
everything started to fall into place. We
quickly sold our home in Sarasota, Florida,
sold VANdal, and Martin said goodbye to a
twenty-four-year law practice for lighter work
done from the road.
The last year filled with seemingly endless
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research and visits to a host of truck and RV
manufacturers. Our goal was to create an
overland expedition vehicle that would let
us bring all our toys, get us on the road less
traveled, and reconcile some of the other
challenges of full-time travel that our Sprinter
van could not.
This past May, we decided to purchase
such a truck from Global Expedition Vehicles
in Nixa, Missouri, one of the nation’s
only dedicated custom expedition vehicle
manufacturers.
The first week of August was spent

putting the finishing touches on the truck so
we could embark on our first destinations
as full-time overlanders. We like to use the
term “overlanding” because the definition is
so suitable for the type of adventure travel
that defines us: “Overlanding is self-reliant
overland travel to remote destinations where
the journey is the principal goal.” (Overland
Journal). Whether you travel in search of
adventure, to experience new cultures or
to find solace in seclusion, the ability to be
self-contained opens up an endless array of
destinations.
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We know what you’re thinking after
one look: “These guys are ready for the
apocalypse!” True, but that’s not why this
thing is so over-built. Our vehicle of choice
in seeking out those magical paddling
destinations happens to be a military BAE.
Before undergoing GXV’s rigorous retrofitting
process to transform it from military truck
to high-end, off-road RV, it was previously
commissioned as a troop gun truck for the U.S.
military. Unless you’ve seen one first-hand, it
may surprise you to learn that these types of
vehicles are quickly becoming popular as RVconversions for their stout chassis and ability
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to bear some serious weight-load and traction
brunt (while laughing in the face of any typical
RV).
Not all of GXV’s projects you will find on the
BAE chassis, but most are made of similarly
big rigs, such as the Mercedes Unimog,
known for its off-road capability. The team at
GXV then builds a custom cabin made from
2-½ inch thick, three-ply structural composite
and attaches it to the chassis, creating a home
you can drive anywhere.
During one of our first test drives upon
picking up the vehicle in Missouri, we decided
to do a photoshoot in front of a historic bridge

on the James River near GXV’s operations.
Huge boulders seemingly blocked our route
to capturing the shot, and any F-550 would
have backed up and called it quits. But alas,
our truck’s 6x6 drive train rolled over them
like they were pebbles. Impressively, even
our glass dishes in the cabin’s interior barely
rocked.
Unique to their operation (and unlike their
biggest stateside competitor, Earth Roamer),
GXV prides themselves on customization.
Every truck is unique and designed to meet
the distinct needs of its travelers. Knowing
our proclivity for paddle-based sports, for

The team at GXV then builds
a custom cabin made from
a 2-1/2 inch thick, threeply structural composite and
attaches it to the chassis,
creating a home that can drive
anywhere.
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instance, they were all too accommodating in
engineering the best way to store our boards,
paddles, and other outdoor paraphernalia.
Though to some, the trucks themselves
may indeed appear apocalyptic, the benefits
of a dedicated overland expedition vehicle
supersede the gawks and stares.
For starters, we can have a hot shower after
a cold weather paddle. In fact, the hydronic
heating system will ensure that we have hot
water from the diesel engine even if we haven’t
been in the truck for a while. Washing those
dirty clothes after a long day on the water?
No problem for us, because the vehicle comes
equipped with a washer/dryer combo, the kind
you might find on a yacht.
Everyone wants to know about the
bathroom and, yes, we would be remiss if we
didn’t mention that the truck is complete with
a wet bathroom/shower combo, including a
Thetford cassette toilet system that doesn’t
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require an RV dump station. With a full
kitchen, including three burners, we can
make comfort food at any destination with
a view from one of three heavy-duty, dualpaned glass windows that hold up to whatever
Mother Nature sends our way. Solar panels
on the roof keep the battery bank full, and
the crew of engineers at GXV even ensured
that the solar panels didn’t interfere with our
ability to haul multiple paddleboards.
Unlike a Sprinter van with its exposed
front windshield and side windows, the truck
has a locking cab-to-cabin door, so we can
completely isolate ourselves in the cabin for
safety, stealthiness, and thermal regulation.
The piece de la resistance? Dual gear
garages encompassing the entire back end of
the vehicle are large enough to store a veritable
cavern full of equipment: Up to four bicycles,
paddle equipment, kiteboards, backpacking
gear, fitness equipment, winter items -- and

then some -- are all safely locked inside.
Plus, the garage’s ramp door conveniently
transforms into a raised patio, giving us a
perfect place to lounge and take in the view.
And plenty of views are sure to be had as we
head back to the Pacific Northwest this fall,
drive to Alaska next summer, and then hit the
road to Patagonia.
When people talk about tiny homes and big
lives, we couldn’t agree more. While we could
never live this dream in complete minimalist
fashion, we are fortunate that this adventure
rig affords us the opportunity to travel the
world with all of our gear in tow. When we see
waves, we can stop and SUP surf. When we
see a beach in Oregon, we can drive right onto
it and make a driftwood fire. If the powder is
good in the mountains, we can camp out even
when the weather is sub-zero. Our plans can
be cast in sand, so to speak, ever-dynamic and
certainly subject to change. To drive, paddle,
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and explore, collecting experiences along the
way; that is what drives us. For now, that
means not owning a house, and making a tiny
house on wheels our home. When life becomes
all about the journey and not solely the
destination, it’s incredible what experiential
treasures you can find in the spaces between.
What will we find in the months and years to
come? Follow our voyages at @twoifoverland
on social media or twoifoverland.com, and
learn more about Global Expedition Vehicles
at globalxvehicles.com.
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“We are fortunate that this
adventure rig affords us the
opportunity to travel the world
with all our gear in tow.”
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